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NURTURING AN AUTISTIC:  Transforming a Societal Problem into a Societal Problem-Solver 

Hello, my name is Scott Bales.  I have lived all my life inside the City of Atlanta and attended Atlanta Public Schools and Georgia State 

University for both my Bachelors of Science in Chemistry with a minor in Physics and my Masters of Science in Community Planning and 

Development.  I am currently working on a Masters of Public Policy with a concentration in Nonprofit Policy in the Andrew Young 

School of Policy Studies. 

2012082202  My baby picture is the only picture of that I have where I am naturally smiling.  Most pictures of me are like the one in 

the middle where I am not smiling and sullen looking.  I was given a medicine when I was a baby that was subsequently banned.  

Many autism parents have pre- and post- pictures after their autistic children were given vaccinations and descended into autism that 

are similar to mine.  Both my parents attended GSU.  My father when GSU was the Atlanta Division of UGA.  My mother has three GSU 

degrees, including a Masters and Specialist from the College of Education. She was a teacher in the Atlanta Public Schools. 

2012082203   I was first misdiagnosed as having hypoactive ADHD.  As a prerequisite for getting services from the GSU Office of 

Disability Services, I was required to be tested by the Regents Center for Learning Disabilities.  I was failing as a Ph.D. student but was 

obviously bright.  The results so puzzled them that they sent a prescription that I was eligible for services without a diagnosis.  The 

Director at the time asked them if they were in the habit of giving a prescription without a diagnosis, so they concocted a depression 

diagnosis.  Anyone with major undiagnosed learning disabilities is going to be depressed.   

2012082204   This is Taylor-Johnson Temperate Analysis that shows continuums from the left to the right.  You can see, like the 

learning disabilities testing that there are extremes with little in the middle.  You all perhaps already know that both the learning 

disabilities profile and the temperament profiles are classic autism profiles, especially with the extremes in the patterns observed in the 

slides.  You will note in the learning disabilities profile that there three times the number of capacities below 1% than above 99%.  This 

is common for the autism spectrum, too.  The area that is 99 plus explains my aptitude for Geographic Information System technology.     

21012082205   The Regents Center could not explain my reading disability, only saying that it was not dyslexia. Fortunately, the GSU 

ODS Director evaluated me for the Irlen Syndrome.  She determined that I was hypersensitive to the yellow-red light wavelengths and 

prescribed dark blue colored transparencies for reading.  Eventually, I realized that this is general vision disability and got dark-blue 

tinted glasses.  I also change my course readings to light blue with a dark blue background in Microsoft Word that is audio text 

readable using assistive technology software from AMAC.  This condition affects my capacity for learning sports, driving, etc. 

2012082206   In 2000 former GSU Assistant Director of Disability Services, Louise Bedrossian, put together the pieces of my disability 

profile and diagnosed me as having the Aspergers Syndrome form of autism.  She referred me to the Emory University Medical School’s 



Autism Center for an official diagnosis.  I became involved in an adult autism support group lead by the Assistant Director of the Emory 

Autism Center that initiated me into the world of autism self-advocacy.  She later wrote a book about her experiences working with me 

and other college students living with autism that was co-authored by the current Director of GSU’s ODS. 

2012082207   I soon became self-aware enough of my own autism condition that I realized that most of the autism population’s 

learning profile is Visual, Concrete and Spatial which explains the difficulties with the standard education approaches that are Written, 

Abstract and Linear.  Some on the autism spectrum are auditory learners.  Since I have both visual impairments and auditory 

processing disorder, I have to depend on a combination of visual and auditory learning, along with tactile engagement, to help me 

effectively learn.  That is why my course reading materials are in Microsoft Word with a clean font, 12 font, blue colors, & 

audioreadable. 

2012082208   Effectively getting information into the autistic brain using such assistive technology techniques is only the beginning first 

step.  Output is the true measure of learning and growth, whether academically or the greater whole of life.  Mind mapping techniques, 

whether using paper, sticky notes, chalk boards, or computer software that harnesses the autistics visual and spatial learning capacities 

scan help in the process of effective expression and practical implementation.  Topicscape 3D is one promising software package that 

has hierarchical concept mapping capabilities in 2-Dimensional and 3-D virtual reality panning and zooming.         

2012082209   Some on the autism spectrum are renowned for mathematical capabilities like portrayed by the autistic man in the movie 

Rain Man.  However, closer evaluation of the type of mathematical capabilities exhibited are more to concrete, arithmetic end of the 

spectrum rather than the algebraic calculus end.  Dr. Temple Grandin, the best known autistic in the world, could not pass algebra and 

get into veterinary school; even though eventually she earned a Ph.D. in animal science and became a professor in a veterinary school.  

Math education products like Math-U-See help make mathematics visual, tactile, and real world all the way through calculus. 

2012082210   Music is often an effective mechanism to connect with a person with autism, especially when all others fail.  Music 

connects to a different part of the brain than frequently malfunctioning speech centers.  Some with autism learn to vocalize to music to 

music first before independent speech is achieved.  I am personally very sensitive and affected by the emotional and psychological 

impacts of music.  The best music has a strong melody, subservient complementary harmony, and a light dynamic rhythm.  Choral and 

instrument group participation can help the person with autism develop social and team abilities. 

2012082211   Balanced external nerve stimulation and physical activities like developed by the late Judith Bluestone, a lady with autism 

who became a special education teacher, can have a tremendous impact by harnessing the lifelong neuroplasticity of the brain to 

develop capacities of functioning that only fragmentally existed before.  Brain Balance techniques developed by chiropractor Dr. Robert 

Melillo also has a number of balanced physical activity elements in his program.  Both have had tremendous success in helping low to 

high functioning children to adults to develop and mature functional capacities improving their lives.   



2012082212   Like the bulk of the autism population, I have lifelong problems with upper body hypotonia.   The Exercise Science 

graduate students in the GSU Fitness Center have worked with me, a person with no natural athletic ability, to develop balanced 

muscle tone, athletic skills and even self-defense skills.  The same progressive muscle memory techniques that help professionals in 

sports and music develop their natural abilities to the highest levels can also be used to help the autism population.  Breaking 

movement down to micro-steps, with sometimes glacial slow-motion, is the key to starting the autistic on the skill maturation journey.  

2012082213   Friends who voluntarily invest in my life have made a tremendous difference in making my life work as well as it does.  

Chuck Barrow went to being what I call the “barber to the auts” when the parents of kids who were clients of the Emory Autism Center 

discovered that he had a special ability to connect with and calm a child with autism long enough to give them a haircut.  Friends like 

Steve and Kim Gable have spent many hours in my home helping me get better organized.  Their son Phillip, who was a Georgia Tech 

collegiate athlete, was also my Sunday School teacher, introduced to a group of his friends who became my friends.    

2012082214   The late Bob Morris, who was the long-term elder statesman of the Georgia autism population, became my mentor after 

I was diagnosed with autism.  I succeeded him as Vice-President of the Georgia Chapter of the Autism Society of America, and 

effectively became the top-ranked leader in the Georgia Autism population upon his passing.  He believed that the focus on helping all 

living with autism was to focus on developing their natural abilities to a professional level, and that the deficiencies would be taken 

care of in this process.  Of the famous people believed to have autism, I personally identify most closely with Thomas Jefferson. 

2012082215   While Angela Collins was President of the ASA Georgia chapter, she created an organization that was by far the most 

successful in the nation in the inclusion and maturation of adults with autism. Some of whom (like me) rose to national prominence 

under her nurturance.  I was the architect of the national Board’s regional representation plan. Involvement in advocacy for children 

and youth from all major racial groups helped me understand that I had far more in common with others on the autism spectrum of all 

races, than I did with neurotypicals my own race.  Autism is the great equalizer and shows how superficial racial identities are. 

2012082216   After the golden years of Angela Collins leadership, and Bob Morris’ passing, Carmen Allen has risen to the forefront as 

the influential self-advocate in the autism community; indeed, quite likely in the whole disabilities community of Georgia.  She is 

legendary for her even-handed treatment of all elements of the autism community, whether the individuals be parents, professionals or 

self-advocates.  Her commitment to absolute integrity and transparent truth expressed in a civil, assertive manner sets her apart 

among special education advocates.  Kristina Zuppan helped me get the whole disabilities community of Georgia in perspective. 

2012082217   My experience as the Co-President of the GSU student disabilities organization, ABLE, has been the single most maturing 

experience in my development as a leader.  I believe that such college, and K-12 clubs, offer the best way to help those with autism 

and other disabilities mature into being engaged, responsible adults.  Along with my Co-President EJ Hackett, we are trying to build an 



organization that helps self-advocates experientially develop executive and team skills.  Having a faculty advisor, Dr. Janelle Kerlin, who 

believes that anyone can learn leadership, team and organization skills, helps me believe this vision is possible. 

2012082218   The Partnerships for Success high school and middle school student disabilities club program, started in Hall County by 

the Georgia Council for Developmental Disabilities, is an innovative program that seeks to help end the isolation and vulnerability of 

students with disabilities through partnership with nondisabled students.  The Co-Officer element of these clubs inspired me to institute 

Co-Officers in the design of the ABLE at GSU student disabilities club, though I think that the ABLE student disabilities club name 

pioneered by Kennesaw State University, and adopted by several college student clubs nationally, is a better name.  

2012082219   Microboards are an extraordinary idea that I first heard about being instituted for Lois Curtis who was the plaintiff of 

record for the Olmstead United States Supreme Court case that declared unconstitutional the lifelong institutionalizing of people with 

disabilities.  Microboards have been formed by families and friends to create a volunteer support structure for individuals with 

disabilities now trying to survive and thrive in the non-institutionalized, real world.  Microboards are a special kind of nonprofit 

organization focused on helping one individual with a disability.  Microboards would be helpful for most living with disabilities.   

2012082220   This slide illustrates how burdens can increase to a crushing level.  The upper corner illustration suggests how some can 

endure a heavy burden with help. 

2012082221   These three illustrations illustrate relationships between growth in responsibility and capability.  However, a cyclic 

pattern of failure that seems to be the life pattern of most people living with disabilities today seems to quickly grip their lives.  The 

Responsibility Ladder depicts a growth pattern of increasing responsibility that could be a road map for empowerment for those living 

with disabilities. 

2012082222   These two illustrations depict the continuum of how human beings, particularly those living with disabilities, are treated.  

Most of the time societal devaluation and other dynamics exert a centrifugal force that moves people out towards greater and greater 

vulnerability, and even to the edge of survival, from the valued core of society to being at risk of social devaluation to socially 

marginalized to being mildly, moderately, severely, profoundly definitely devalued.  Social role valorization and positive role 

enhancement exert a centripetal force that moves people in towards greater social value and status.  This concept inspired ABLE’s 

mission. 

2012082223   The common practice is to treat an adult with developmental disabilities in the roll of a child in a deathly cycle where 

adults are seen and treated as a child, we respond as a child, we see our self as a child and we are seen and treated by others as 

child-like.  What we need to institute particularly for those with developmental disabilities whether in the role of an employee or life is 



to be seen and treated as an employee who is competent and capable, we then respond as a competent and capable employee, we 

see ourselves as a competent and capable employee, and we are seen by others as competent and capable. 

2012082224   Twentyfive and a half years ago, I started working or the Georgia Environmental Protection Division’s Ambient Air 

Monitoring Program where I excelled at operating, maintaining and calibrating even the most complicated of the pollution monitors – 

the oxides of nitrogen monitors.  In fact, I never failed an oxides of nitrogen monitoring audit, while my associates chronically flunked 

them.  Their solution was to give virtually all of them to me to operate.  I also pioneered and was the only one who could successfully 

get the remote automation capabilities to work for carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide and oxides of nitrogen. 

2012082225   I also served as an EPD Emergency Response Team Division Duty Officer.  After this in my Ph.D. program in Political 

Science, I did a case study of the first year build of the Florida emergency management information system that was published as a 

disaster management book chapter titled, “All-Hazards, Emergency Management Information Systems: A Lesson Learned from 

Hurricane Andrew.”   Because of this, I was appointed the Georgia Department of Natural Resources Y2K Emergency Coordinator on 

the State of Georgia’s Y2K Contingency Planning Management Team where I did virtually all of the GIS support work for the mitigation 

work. 

2012082226   After Y2k I was assign to the Watershed Protection Branch to do GIS full-time.  This is my current office where I am 

allowed to bring in incandescent lamps due to my sensitivity to fluorescent lighting.  If you look closely you will notice that I have 

enclosed my computer DPU in 2 inch foam board insulation to muffle the high-pitched sounds from the hard-drives that I am also 

hypersensitive to.  

2012082227   I became an avid student of the most advanced forms of water GIS – presenting a paper at the 2003 Georgia Water 

Resources Conference and for the 2005 conference organizing an advanced water GIS conference session and full-day, hands-on 

workshop featuring Dr. David Maidment, who lead the national development team for the surface water and ground water ArcHydro 

data models.  In the workshop, we were assisted by two industry consultants and three University of Georgia Ph.D. students.  I 

continue to be primary advocate for 21st century water resources GIS implementation. 

2012082228   This map is the Georgia Land Use Trends database for 2005. 

2012082229   I developed a GIS modelbuilder computer program to subset this this database, and the other historical Georgia Land 

Use Trends databases from other years, and analyze land use trends for selected watersheds. 

2012082230   This is another project of mine where I analyzed the equidistant shoreline points and selected five transect points and 

the centroid for the 2012 National Lakes Study. 



2012082231   My greatest work mentor was Bruce Osborn, the now retired Assistant Director of EPD who coached me in better 

handling of my Y2K and EPD responsibilities. 

2012082232   The now retired Human Resources Manager, Pat Mullinax, also coached me and my supervisors in how to work well with 

me.  My heroine unit manager was Sue Levin who intervened in abuse from a neglectful and abusive immediate supervisor.  

2012082233   After my parents died, I suffered a total collapse professionally and academically.  Barbara Stitt Allen helped nurture me 

back to productivity on my job, and Steve Allison was my mentor in the EPD Mentoring Program who also helped me grow. 

2012082234   I am greatly blessed to have Dr. Elizabeth Booth as a Program Manager.  She is possibly the best manager in all of EPD.  

Also, her son Nicholas served as a Buddy / Mentor to an autistic boy Chase that he went to school with.  Also, Glen Behrend is the best 

immediate supervisor that I have ever had.  He listens, encourages, and tries to help me with my work challenges.  We have scheduled 

weekly meetings in my office to discuss work challenges and aspirations. 

2012082235   There are two social enterprises working on autism employment issues – one nonprofit, Aspiritech, and and one for-

profit, Stem Force Technology.  I am particularly enamored with the pro-profit social enterprise because their philosophy is that people 

with autism can actually develop their abilities and earn a living. 

2012082236   Employment First is working on disability employment for all disability groups for all levels of disability.  

2012082237   Project Search has had some success even with people with autism through internships that usually lead to employment. 

2012082238   Walgreens is an extraordinary corporation that has showed that people with disabilities can be successful in highly 

competitive environments.  With the right mix of training, technology and awareness, the newest generation of distribution centers run 

more efficiently and productively than older counterparts. 

2012082239   The 2008 Americans with Disabilities Act Amendments helpfully expands the breadth of criteria of those that can be 

considered to have disabilities which could help qualify people with autism. 

2012082240   These are areas that could help people with autism qualify through analyzing essential job functions and determining 

reasonable accommodations.  

2012082241   An important positive influence in my life is my Pastor and Deacon family group. 

2012082242   My pastor does a lot of pastoral counseling. He uses the Caring for the Heart Ministries materials. 

2012082243   He also uses the Thriving Recovery materials that have all been helpful to me. 



2012082244   Like fellow Atlanta native, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., I have a dream that collectively we can overcome the challenges 

that would keep people with autism and other disabilities from reaching their full potential and having a successful,fulfilling lives. 


